MAY 2021 NEWSLETTER
From the Chair:

THIS MONTH WE PRESENT LEMIETRIVIER BULLMASTIFFS: MELANIE LOFTUS
Cape Town
loftysnr@gmail.com or 0846530716 KUSA # 1041787 Affix Reg 2020
Bullmastiffs since 2000- breeder, owner, and exhibitor

Nordic Protector Betty Boop of Lemietrivier imported from Germany is Melanies’ latest import

Melanie says:- “ I grew up with Dobermans which I bred and exhibited between 1984 and 1996.
In 1995 I met my first Bullmastiff in a very busy sports shop in Knysna and I immediately fell in love with
this magnificent breed.. on returning home my search begun!
In 1997 I acquired my first pup ‘Pumba’, a lovely fawn bitch, from the late Sylvia Shorter of Canonbury
Bullmastiffs. Sylvia became my mentor and very dear friend. Sadly we lost Pumba to a cobra
bite in 2000.
In 2001 I purchased Canonbury Going for Gold aka ‘Fudge’, from Sylvia. This time a red bitch.
‘Fudge’ was sired by Chizelhurst Chaos with the dam,
pictured below as a pup, being Canonbury Savannah.

‘Fudge’ was later mated to Canonbury Thomas the Tank and I kept the smallest pup which I called
‘Bowzer’. He later became a breed champion and is presented here as a pup, alongside one of his
siblings, and later winning accolades – Best Head, Best Red & a CC at a Cape Town Show in 2005.

As a pup

“Bowzer”

in the show ring

“Blast from the past”

a win for the boy!

In 2002 I adopted Blue Inamba a five year old Bullmastiff bred by Mrs L Shrand whose owners
emigrated.
2013 I was very fortunate to purchase a male dog called Nightsight Henry from Lloyd Kilbride. We called
him ‘Baloo’ and exhibited him in the Cape Shows.

“Baloo” unfortunately died young at four years of age from kidney
failure.

2017 was a special year as Juhon Donna Tarna arrived. ‘Tarna’ is the offspring of Int., Ch. & Ch.
Bullsaints Gjordur of Juhon imported from Denmark.
She is now a champion with 17 Challenge Certificates and I refer to her as my purple heart.
With the help of my friend Jeanne Robinson of Juhon Bullmastiffs the search for a boy from overseas
began…...and eventually I imported ‘Paco’ from Spain.

Ch. Juhon Donna Tarna

Aire del Norte de el Guardian del Bosque aka ‘Paco’ imported from Spain seen here with Melanie and
fondly known by his breeder as her Red Candy. ‘Paco’ is a true Mulorna Red. Not a common sight in our
Southern African Bullmastiffs!
He was the winner of a Best Puppy in Speciality Show and Reserve Best in Speciality Show. ‘Paco’ is now
registered as a KUSA Champion.
We at Lemietrivier Bullmastiffs are hoping for great things!

STATEMENT POLICY LEMIETRIVIER BULLMASTIFFS
We are striving for the following: - breeding according to the KUSA Breed standard
- to further the best interests of the breed by introducing new blood lines into the SA gene pool
- Pups sold on contract which includes:
-The desire for stable characters / temperaments from well socialized pups which is a top priority
with training and socialising at Positive Reinforcement Centres.
- Breeding restrictions, as discussed with new owner, which can be lifted as requirements met.
- Suitable homes in which the pup needs to be a family dog, pet, and companion.
- all health checks in place with breeding stock to help improve medical and scientific advice for
healthier dogs. To be discussed with potential buyers as and when the time comes.

Content submitted by Lemietrivier and edited.

******

NEXT MONTH SANNIESEBOS BULLMASTIFFS
****
QUESTION TIME:
In days past Bullmastiff fanciers had the Bullmastiff Club of Southern Africa situated in Gauteng and the
KZN Bullmastiff Club in Durban to promote the breed and to present shows. Both these Clubs are now
inactive BUT during their heydays did they ever present a Conformation or Discipline show in any other
province or town.
If your answer is Yes – please give details
If your answer is No - can you give reasons as to why not!?
******

MORE WORDS
The article about the history of the Bullmastiff has had a wonderful
response from the fraternity.

Gerry Tomlinson Tomka Bullmastiffs
“Baie dankie vir die nuusbrief elke maand. Dit is regtig lekker om te lees en so op hoogte te bly
met wat aangaan in die Bullmastiff familie. Die laaste 2 artikels oor rasstandaarde is baie goed
en noodsaaklik vir elke teler wat belangstel in die verbetering van die ras”
June Kelly
“so very interesting”
Sunethe Potgieter CBC Vice President
“My greatest concern for the breed in SA, is that many Judges even after attending breed
seminars on the Molosser breeds, don’t seem to be able to apply their learning to the dogs in
the ring. This may be because fewer and fewer people exhibit their dogs and our judges simply
do not get enough time to see enough specimens to be able to apply their learnings.”
****************

CATCH UP TIME

Three of the pups from Stanford that took a long road trip from the Cape to Southbroom in KZN - via
Gauteng
All thriving and growing
and Apollo, a sibling placed locally. We hope to see him in the ring.
And finally, the registration papers from KUSA!!!!

*****************
FAMILY PHOTOS AND PURE PUPPY DELIGHT

ANOTHER SAFE DELIVARY FROM BLUKEN BULLMASTIFFS :- WISHING ALL THESE PUPS ONLY THE BEST IN
THEIR NEW HOMES:- AND GRATEFUL THANKS TO JOST AND ULLA HAHNEBECK FOR HOSTING THEM ON
THEIR ARRVAL IN CT
*************

AND CONGRATULATIONS TO GR.CH., CH. HONEY DYNASTY COSMO MAXWELL
OF IKANGWA (imp Latvia) owned by Andre Cordier

“Max” received his final CACIB at the NTKC FCI show and is now eligible for the
title International Champion (KUSA pending)
**************

DON’T BE AFRAID TO START OVER AGAIN. THIS TIME YOU ARE NOT STARTING FROM
SCRATCH YOU ARE STARTING FROM EXPERIENCE
**********************
NEWS FROM THE KZN SHOWS HELD IN EARLY MAY

Ria and Balto, now in Veterens Class, who did very well in the
recent Kwa- Zulu Natal shows

********************
FAMILY PHOTOS

ZORRO NEEDS A NEW HOME

Zorro is in Johannesburg, is KUSA registered with no health issues,and is 7 and a half years
old. He needs a new home as his human is moving into a retirement home where dogs are
not allowed.
If you can help contact Gustav at 0835398338 / 0834422262 or gustavputter@gmail.com
*****************************
WEBSITE UPDATE – TAKE A LOOK!
You are invited to submit photos of your Bullmastiffs for placement on the ‘roll over’
www.capebullmastiffclub.co.za
*************************
BULLMASTIFF OWNERS / EXHIBITORS & BREEDERS PROFILES STILL ON THE GO! HAVE YOU
SUBMITTED YOUR PROFILE?
****************************
The information in this magazine is confidential to its members. Statements or opinions may
be expressed in this communication that are personal to the writers and do not necessarily
represent the views of the Club.
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